
BRANDON M LENGYEL
VIDEOGRAPHER | VIDEO EDITOR | PHOTOGRAPHER

RELEVANT SKILLSRELEVANT SKILLS
Adobe Creative Suite, Premiere Adobe Creative Suite, Premiere 

Pro, After Effects, Photoshop, Pro, After Effects, Photoshop, 
Illustrator, inDesign, Davinci Illustrator, inDesign, Davinci 
Resolve, Final Cut X, DSLR Resolve, Final Cut X, DSLR 

Photography, Digital Videography, Photography, Digital Videography, 
NLE Editing, Script-Writing, MAC NLE Editing, Script-Writing, MAC 
OS, Windows PC, Google Suite, OS, Windows PC, Google Suite, 

Post-production management, Post-production management, 
Storyboarding, Online distributionStoryboarding, Online distribution

ABOUT MEABOUT ME
Experienced video production Experienced video production 
professional skilled in creating professional skilled in creating 

exciting and innovative content. exciting and innovative content. 
Always looking for new and Always looking for new and 

exciting ways to approach exciting ways to approach 
visual storytelling through a visual storytelling through a 

unique lens.unique lens.

EDUCATIONEDUCATION
Indiana University of PennsylvaniaIndiana University of Pennsylvania

Communications MediaCommunications Media
Bachelor of ScienceBachelor of Science

2012-20162012-2016

CONTACTCONTACT
brandon.m.lengyel@gmail.combrandon.m.lengyel@gmail.com

814.571.6835814.571.6835

PORTFOLIOPORTFOLIO
www.brandonmlengyel.comwww.brandonmlengyel.com

PRODUCTION EXPERIENCE

- Produced, shot, and edited content for multiple brands- Produced, shot, and edited content for multiple brands
- Managed studio schedules & shoots- Managed studio schedules & shoots
- Produced weekly shows- Produced weekly shows
- Improved upon content & grew audience followings- Improved upon content & grew audience followings
- Produced editorial, commercial & sponsored video content- Produced editorial, commercial & sponsored video content
- Directed & produced shoots in-studio & on-location- Directed & produced shoots in-studio & on-location
- Wrote & edited scripts- Wrote & edited scripts
- Distributed video content- Distributed video content

- Produced video content for government partners- Produced video content for government partners
- Developed video content from concept to completion- Developed video content from concept to completion
- Edited video content & created motion graphics- Edited video content & created motion graphics
- Acted as director of photography & camera operator- Acted as director of photography & camera operator
- Directed & produced shoots in-studio & on-location- Directed & produced shoots in-studio & on-location

- Edited client content from concept to completion- Edited client content from concept to completion
- Acted as director of photography & camera operator- Acted as director of photography & camera operator
- Produced & edited monthly video content- Produced & edited monthly video content
- Managed project deadlines in a fast paced environment- Managed project deadlines in a fast paced environment
- Managed up-keep on equipment & equipment rentals- Managed up-keep on equipment & equipment rentals
- Branded video content for various campaigns- Branded video content for various campaigns
- Managed and tracked project hours- Managed and tracked project hours

FUTURE PLC | TOM’S GUIDE | MR. MOBILE | MARIE CLAIRE
VIDEO PRODUCER | JUN. 2019 - PRESENTVIDEO PRODUCER | JUN. 2019 - PRESENT

PENN STATE UNIVERSITY | THE CLEARINGHOUSE FOR MILITARY FAMILY READINESS

CRAFT | MEDIA / DIGITAL

FREELANCE VIDEO PRODUCTION 

VIDEO PRODUCER | MULTIMEDIA SPECIALIST | NOV. 207-NOV. 2018VIDEO PRODUCER | MULTIMEDIA SPECIALIST | NOV. 207-NOV. 2018

MEDIA PRODUCER | VIDEO EDITOR | MAY 2017 - NOV. 2017MEDIA PRODUCER | VIDEO EDITOR | MAY 2017 - NOV. 2017

VIDEOGRAPHER | VIDEO EDITOR | MAY 2016- PRESENTVIDEOGRAPHER | VIDEO EDITOR | MAY 2016- PRESENT
- Edited client content from concept to completion- Edited client content from concept to completion
- Acted as director of photography & camera operator- Acted as director of photography & camera operator
- Pitched clients on projects, created budgets, rented gear- Pitched clients on projects, created budgets, rented gear
- Managed and tracked project hours on edits- Managed and tracked project hours on edits
- Produced and shot interviews on-location & in-studio- Produced and shot interviews on-location & in-studio


